
Baby Lock
Quilting Family
Piece Together Unforgettable Creations



Qu ilti ng Made Ea syQu ilti ng Made Ea sy
With intuitive features and user-friendly interfaces, 
Baby Lock quilting machines are ready to use right 

out of the box. They’re designed and built with 
quilters in mind and include stitches, features and 

accessories that make quilting easy. Best of all, every 
new Baby Lock machine comes with a 60-day trial of 

online sewing classes, literally packing education, 
projects and inspiration right in the box. 



No matter where you are in your quilting journey, Baby Lock has created a quilting 
machine just for you. Ready to dive into your first quilt pattern? Approaching that 
king-size quilt? How about those final topstitched patterns? Each Baby Lock quilting 
machine will accompany you perfectly and make every step a dream, from those first 
pieces to the final touch.

With smart features powered by Baby Lock IQ Technology™, these quilting machines 
make every step easier. Baby Lock IQ Technology works with the machine’s “brain” 
to help you achieve the results you desire. You’ll enjoy quick auto-adjustments and 
hassle-free quilting.  And with decorative techniques such as bobbinwork and candle 
wicking, you’ll be amazed at what you can create with a Baby Lock quilting machine. 

Baby Lock’s attention to detail and innovative features have even caught the attention 
of quilters like Eleanor Burns, Amy Ellis, Pat Sloan and many others. Though each 
quilter has a unique style, they all appreciate the smoothness, precision and control of 
their machine. 

The Perfect Accompaniment

to your Creativity



"Scrappy Stars Panel" by Riley Blake Designs, quilted by Mike Johns
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The future of creativity has arrived with the Solaris Vision sewing, embroidery, and 
quilting machine. The Solaris Vision’s built-in IQ Visionary™ Projector vividly displays 
stitches and embroidery designs on your fabric for perfect placement. Make your quilting 
visions a reality using the large 10- 5/8" x 10-5/8" hoop perfect for quilt blocks and the 
beautiful built-in patterns for edge-to-edge quilting.

 Enhanced Quilt Borders and Sashing
Create beautiful quilt borders and sashing with unmatched 
precision using the 30 patterns and two shapes. Enter a few 
measurements, and the Solaris Vision does the necessary 
calculations for you. The on-screen instructions guide you 
every step of the way for quilts measuring up to 118" x 118".

 Edge-to-Edge Quilting
Create beautiful edge-to-edge quilting projects using the 10 
built-in patterns. Enter a few measurements, select a hoop, 
specify flip options, and the Solaris Vision sets up your entire 
quilt. The on-screen instructions and design projections guide 
you every step of the way for quilts measuring up to 118" x 118".

 IQ Visionary-Perfect Sewing PLacement
The Solaris Vision uses a variety of guideline markers and 
grids for perfect placement. While in sewing mode, switch 
between three different laser colors (red, green and white) 
for better visibility based on fabric choices.

 13" to the Right of the Needle
With an unprecedented 13" to the right of the needle for an 
impressive 65 square inches of workspace, Solaris Vision 
gives you plenty of room to comfortably work on larger 
projects and full-size quilts.

Optional Accessories

Additional key FEATURES
Solaris 
VIsion

Solaris Extension Table
(BLSA-ET)
Instantly create a larger sewing surface. 
Measures 26-3/4" L x 16" W.

Palette™ 11 Software  
(ECS11) 
Using this advanced software, you’ll 
create and edit embroidery designs easier 
than ever before. Baby Lock Palette 11 
software takes your embroidery machine’s 
capabilities to the next level. You’ll enjoy 
improved functionality that makes every 
step of digitizing easier. All-new editing 
features help you perfect your embroidery 
projects.

Solaris Foot Kit 
(BLSA-FTKIT)
Expand your creative possibilities with this 
30-Piece Foot and Accessory Kit. It features 
a wide variety of feet for more techniques.

• 1514 built-in stitches 
• 10-5/8" x 10-5/8" Hoop Perfect 

for Quilt Blocks
• End Point Setting for Sewing
• 48 Decorative Fill Patterns
• Wi-Fi Enabled 
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“Cherry Pie” by Pat Sloan, from her book Teach Me to Quilt
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The Chorus deluxe sewing and quilting machine is sure to make your next 
composition a masterpiece. Innovative features powered by Baby Lock  
IQ Technology add to a luxurious experience. And 11.25" to the right of the needle 
gives you ample room for quilts of all sizes. Over 700 stitches and other helpful 
features give you many options for functional as well as decorative quilting.

 Guide Beam for Sewing
Pave your stitching path with a beam of light. The Guide 
Beam makes continuous stitching easy to keep straight. 

 Multi-function foot control
Start and stop your sewing with the main foot control and 
perform two convenient functions with the heel tap feature and 
side pedal. You can program the functions for this accessory 
through your machine.

 Sensor Pen for Sewing
Use the Sensor Pen to tell your machine exactly where you 
want your needle and stitches positioned. You can use the 
pen to designate stitch width, placement, and a stopping 
point on your fabric. 

 Digital Dual-Feed System
With the Compact Digital Dual-Feed System you will have 7.0 
mm clearance for stitching on multiple layers or high loft fabrics. 
A total of 36 utility and decorative stitches can now be used with 
this foot.

Optional Accessories

Additional key FEATURESCHORUS

17-Piece Foot Kit
(BLMAFTKIT)
This collection of 17 feet will help you 
explore new techniques and expand your 
creative options. These 17 feet come in 
a convenient carrying case. Kit includes: 
Walking Foot, Teflon ZipperFoot, Edge 
Joining Foot, 7-Cording Foot, Felling 
Foot, Hemmer Foot, Invisible Zipper Foot, 
Pearl & Piping Foot, Pintuck -5 Groove 
Foot, Roller Foot, Bi-Level Foot -Left, Bi-
Level Foot -Right, Double-Cording Foot 
4-6mm, Double-Cording Foot 7-8mm, 
FringeLooping Foot and Ruffler Foot.

Circular Sewing Attachment 
(BL-CSA) 
This creative machine accessory allows  
sewers to stitch in a circular pattern  
using any forward-feeding utility or  
decorative stitch.

Open Toe Ruler Foot - High Shank
(BL-HOTRF)
Quilt beautiful designs using rulers and 
acrylic templates with the Open Toe Ruler 
Foot. This 1/2" wide foot is designed to give 
you a 1/4" radius from the needle and the 
1/4" height of the foot allows for stability 
when using high shank and long-arm style 
rulers.

    
• 11.25" to Right of Needle
• 2-Thread Spool Stand
• 771 Built-In Stitches
• Push Button Features
• NeverMissTM Automatic  
   Needle Threader 
• Enhanced Stadium Lighting
• Quilting Extension Table    
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“Milky Way Pattern,” pieced by Teresa Varnes and quilted by Merry Jo Rembold.
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Optional Accessories

With the Baby Lock Ballad’s hundreds of stitch options and wide workspace, you’ll be 
ready for all types of projects. The bright Enhanced Stadium Lighting illuminates your 
sewing space. And features powered by Baby Lock IQTM Technology let you enjoy quick 
auto-adjustments and a hassle-free sewing experience. All of these convenient features 
ensure that any project made on the Ballad will steal the spotlight.

Ballad

 Digital Dual-Feed System
With the Compact Digital Dual-Feed System you will have 
7.0 mm clearance for stitching on multiple layers or high loft 
fabrics. A total of 36 utility and decorative stitches can now be 
used with this foot.

 Two-thread spool stand
Easily attach this stand to the top of your machine to add two 
additional spools or large cones of thread to make switching thread 
colors quicker and easier.

NeverMiss™ Automatic Needle Threader
The NeverMiss Automatic Needle Threader does exactly what 
it promises. It’s never been this fast or easy — the Ballad 
threads your needle with little more than the push of a 
button.

• 11.25" from Right of Needle
• 771 Built-In Stitches
• Push Button Features
• Ehanced Stadium Lighting 
• Quick Set, Drop In Bobbin 

Quilting 6 Foot Kit 
(BLQ-FEET)
Do more quilting techniques with your 
Baby Lock sewing machine when you add 
additional feet. This kit contains a quarter 
inch foot, an open toe foot, a straight 
stitch foot, patchwork foot, adjustable bias 
binder and afree-motion foot all in a handy 
see-through case.

Quilting Extension Table  
(BLMA-ET) 
Expand your workspace with the  
quilting extension table. It securely  
fits on your Baby Lock Ballad so you  
maintain a smooth quilting surface.

Creative 6 Foot Kit 
(BLC-FEET)
Do more creative techniques with your 
Baby Lock sewing machine when you add 
additional feet. This kit contains a braiding 
foot, an open toe foot, a non-stick foot, 
cording foot, fringe foot and a pin-tuck foot 
all in a handy see-through case.

Additional key FEATURES

 Multi-function foot control
Start and stop your sewing with the main foot control and 
perform two convenient functions with the heel tap feature and 
side pedal. You can program the functions for this accessory 
through your machine.
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“Wildwood” by Amy Ellis 
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The Baby Lock Soprano has many smart features powered by Baby Lock IQTM Technology 
so you won’t miss a beat on any project. From start to finish this machine makes every 
step easier. An advanced needle threader and quick-set bobbin will get you going, and 
numerous stitches and intelligent features makes it possible to sew on many types of 
fabrics for all sorts of projects. 

soprano

Optional Accessories

Madeira Cotona Thread 
Madeira 50-weight Cotona quilting thread is 
a durable colorfast thread great for piecing 
and quilting. It’s made in Germany from the 
finest extra-long staple Egyptian cotton. 

Koala Studios 
Furnish your quilting room with fine Koala 
Studios sewing furniture. It’s assembled in 
the Midwest just for your sewing room. 
 
Straight Stitch Needle Plate 
(BLMAC-SS) 
When you’re doing, heirloom sewing,  
the straight stitch needle plate will ensure 
your fabric is fully supported around  
the needle. 

 LCD screen
Stitch settings are displayed on the Soprano’s LCD Screen so you 
always know the stitch type and size you’re about to sew.

 advanced pivoting
Pivot your fabric without interrupting your work. Turn corners, 
follow curves and maneuver around appliqué easier than ever.

  
Automatic Fabric Sensor System

The Soprano will deliver the right amount of pressure and 
thread tension to ensure perfect stitches when sewing or 
quilting on a variety of fabrics.

300 Built-in stitches
With 300 built-in stitches, you’ll have many creative options. 
From numerous utility stitches to decorative ones, you’ll find 
something for every project.

• Advanced Needle Threader
•  Built-In Stitch Memory 
• Quick Set, Top-Loading Bobbin
• Quilting Extension Table 
• Built-In Accessory Storage
• Push Button Features

Additional key FEATURES
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“My Little Churn Dash” by Mary Fons, quilted by LuAnn Downs
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Every quilter has a story to stitch, and with the Lyric, you can quilt your story with ease. The 
Lyric is perfect for beginner and experienced quilters alike - it has easy to use push-button 
features and 250 stitches to choose from. No matter what type of project you’re making, the 
Lyric will get it done.

Lyric

Optional Accessories

Circular Sewing Attachment 
(BL-CSA) 
With the Circular Sewing attachment, 
you can easily create circles, scallops 
and other curves. Use with any forward-
feeding utility or decorative stitch. 
Madeira Cotona Thread
Madeira 50-weight Cotona quilting thread is 
a durable, colorfast thread great for piecing 
and quilting. It’s made in Germany from the 
finest extra-long staple Egyptian cotton.

Bobbin Work Bobbin Case 
(BLBW-CK) 
Your bobbin can be used for decorative 
work, too! Explore the fun world of 
bobbinwork with a new bobbin case 
specifically made for specialty and 
decorative threads.

Walking Foot with Two Guides
(BLDW-L2) 
This flexible foot helps guide multiple 
layers evenly. It comes with three 
convenient soles. The standard sole 
gives you added support and keeps 
fabric flat. For better visibility of your 
needle, use the open toe sole or use the 
stitch-in-the ditch sole for stitching over 
previous seams.

advanced needle threader
Threading your needle is easy with the Advanced Needle  
Threader. Follow the path and press a lever — that’s all it takes to 
thread the Lyric. The Advanced Needle Threader is so convenient, 
you can do it all with just one hand! 

push-button features 
The Lyric comes with a suite of push-button features. Position the 
needle up or down, cut thread automatically, or sew without a 
foot control using the start/stop button.

knee lift
Effortlessly raise the presser foot with a tap of the knee, leaving 
your hands free for control and precision in your sewing.

250 built-in stitches
250 built-in stitches let you get creative with every new 
technique or pattern. Lateral feeding allows many decorative 
stitches to be sewn up to 42 mm wide.

•  Quick-Set Bobbin Winder 
• Quick-Set, Drop-In Bobbin 
• Quilting Extension Table
• Built-in Memory Storage

Additional key FEATURES
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"Sawtooth Star Quilt" by Mike Johns
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The Baby Lock Allegro quilting machine is the perfect machine for piecing and quilting 
large projects. With 12" of creative space, 200 built-in stitches, two alphanumeric fonts, 
and convenient push-button features, you have everything you need to bring your creative 
visions to life.

Allegro

Optional Accessories
17-Piece Foot Kit  
(BLMAFTKIT)
This collection of 17 feet will help you 
explore new techniques and expand your 
creative options. These 17 feet come in 
a convenient carrying case. Kit includes: 
Walking Foot, Teflon Zipper Foot, Edge 
Joining Foot, 7-Cording Foot, Felling Foot, 
Hemmer Foot, Invisible Zipper Foot, Pearl 
& Piping Foot, Pintuck -5 Groove Foot, 
Roller Foot, Bi-Level Foot -Left, Bi-Level 
Foot -Right, Double-Cording Foot4-6mm, 
Double-Cording Foot 7-8mm, Fringe 
Looping Foot and Ruffler Foot.

Creative 6 Foot Kit  
(BLC-FEET)
Do more quilting techniques with your 
Baby Lock sewing machine when you add 
additional feet. This kit contains a quarter 
inch foot, an open toe foot, a straight 
stitch foot, patchwork foot, adjustable 
bias binder and a free-motion foot all in a 
handy see-through case.
 
Quilting Extension Table
(BLMJZ-ET)
Expand your workspace with the quilting 
extension table. It securely fits on your 
Baby Lock Allegro so you maintain a 
smooth quilting surface.

Straight Stitch Needle Plate
Use the included straight stitch needle plate to precisely piece 
quilts or sew with fine or delicate fabrics. 

12" workspace
Making a larger quilt or working on a bulky project? No 
problem. The Allegro has an expanded throat space that 
gives you plenty of room to work comfortably.

Programmable Needle Up/Down 
You can choose to have your needle start in the up or down 
position, eliminating interruptions and making it easier 
to complete your projects faster. It’s the perfect option for 
chain piecing and appliqué!

200 Built-In Stitches
Take your creativity to new heights with 200 built-in stitches, 
including 56 utility stitches with 11 one-step buttonhole 
styles, 144 decorative stitch patterns, and 2 built-in alphabets.

• Built-in Needle Threader
• LCD Screen
• Push Button Features 
• 1,000 Stitches per Minute 
• Hands-Free Presser Foot
• Quick-Set/Top Loading Bobbin

Additional key FEATURES

12"
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“Pinwheel Party” by Missouri Star Quilt Company
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You may think the Baby Lock Jazz II is the same old song at first, but it gets into the groove with its 
own melody right away. The Jazz II comes with everything a quilter would want, plus the features 
you need on a utility stitch machine to get the job done – all at an affordable price!Jazz II

Optional Accessories

Machine Trolley (BLMTXL-BK)
Protect your Baby Lock machine and 
travel in style. Now you can easily bring 
your sewing machine to classes and other 
sewing events with a roller tote set.

Extension Table (BLMJZ-ET)
Expand your workspace with the  
quilting extension table. It securely  
fits on your Baby Lock Jazz so you  
maintain a smooth quilting surface.
 
Walking Foot (BLG-WF)
Wonderful for fabrics that stretch or slip 
easily such as velvet and corduroy. The 
feed dogs help to feed multiple layers 
evenly without shifting.
 

Fabric Guide (BLES8-FG)
Guide your fabric for perfect stitching 
every time. When attached to the table of 
your machine, the guide helps you align 
your fabric for perfect stitching every 
time.

Built-In Needle Threader
With just a few simple motions, your needle is threaded and 
ready to use. There’s no guesswork, no near-misses and no 
frustration!

12" creative workspace
Making a larger quilt or working on a bulky project? No 
problem. The Jazz II has an expanded throat space that gives 
you plenty of room to work comfortably.

Large Reverse Lever 
We've increased the size of a standard reverse lever, 
making it easer to get your hand on it without taking your 
focus off your work.

Programmable Needle Up/down
You can choose to have your needle start in the up or down 
position, eliminating interruptions and making it easier to 
complete your projects faster. It's the perfect option for chain 
piecing and appliqué!.

• Quick-Set/Top Loading Bobbin
• Automatic Bobbin Winder
• Hands-Free Presser Foot
• 28 Built-in Stitches
• 1,000 Stitches per Minute

12"

Additional key FEATURES
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"Vintage" pattern by Camille Roskelley, from her book Simply Retro.
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Start your next project and watch it get finished in no time at all. The Presto II 
features 100 built-in stitches and a bright LCD touchscreen that allows you to 
select and adjust stitches note by note. It also speeds along at 850 stitches per 
minute, helping you get through your quilting and sewing projects fast. 

presto II

Optional Accessories

Straight Stitch Needle Plate 
and Foot Set (BLMAC-SS)
Reduce puckering on lightweight fabrics 
and prevent delicate fabrics from shifting. 
The small opening on the foot and needle 
plate provides support as the needle 
travels through the fabric while straight 
stitching. 

Extension Table (BLMAC-ET)
Expand your workspace with the  
quilting extension table. It securely  
fits on your Baby Lock Presto II so you  
maintain a smooth quilting surface. 

Walking Foot (BLG-WF)
This accessory is wonderful for fabrics 
that stretch or slip easily such as velvet 
and corduroy. Designed with a set of 
feed dogs to help feed multiple layers 
evenly without shifting.

 

100 Built-in Stitches    850 Stitches Per Minute
The Presto includes dozens of built-in stitches that are perfect 
for any project you choose to create. Plus, at 850 stitches per 
minute, you’ll be on to your next project in no time!

LCD Screen
The LCD Screen makes it a snap to select the right stitch. With 
the 2.4" x 1.3" LCD Screen, choose from 100 built-in stitch 
patterns and easily add the specialty stitches you need for your 
one-of-a-kind creations.

Quick-Set, Top Loading Bobbin 
Avoid the struggle of changing your bobbin with the quick-
set feature. Simply drop your bobbin in the machine, pull 
your thread through the slot, and let your machine do the 
rest of the work.

Advanced Needle Threader
Threading a needle has never been easier than with this 
innovative threader. With just a few simple motions, your 
needle is threaded and ready to use - it’s so easy, you can do it 
with one hand!

• Quick Set, Top-Loading Bobbin
•  Push Button Features
• Automatic Thread Cutter
• 4 Built-In Alphabets

Optional Accessories

Additional key FEATURES
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“Serendipity” by Evy Hawkins 
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The traditional art of Sashiko hand stitching has been recreated with the Baby Lock 
Sashiko machine. This machine is the first of its kind, and it perfectly replicates this 
distinctive stitch. The secret’s in a unique needle system and adjustable stitches and 
spacing. Sashiko stitches are great for all sorts of embellishments. Add them to quilts, 
home décor and more!

SAshiko

Optional Accessories

Sashiko Accessories Kit 
(BLQK-ACCKT) 
Discover new creative options with  
different accessory attachments for your 
machine.

Madeira Cotona Thread
Madeira 50-weight Cotona quilting 
thread is a durable colorfast thread great 
for piecing and quilting. It’s made in 
Germany from the finest extra-long staple 
Egyptian cotton.

Precise Sashiko Stitches
A specialty needle system forms defined stitches with precise 
spacing to create a true hand-stitched look. The adjustable 
presser foot height gives you more control and ease when 
turning fabric, or stitching circles, squares and other shapes.

Single Stitch Function
Complete control of stitch and spacing is essential for decorative 
techniques such as braiding, couching, cross-stitching and adding  
trim. With the specialty stitch function, a complete cycle of one  
single stitch and space allows the control you need when single  
stitch sewing is desired.

U-Shaped Fluorescent Lamp A 
The entire needle area is surrounded by a lighting system 
for maximum illumination.

LED monitor
This unique system allows you to easily recognize when the 
needle is creating a stitch or a space.

• LED Monitor 
•  Bobbin System
• Bobbin Winder
• Accessory Storage

Additional key FEATURES
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“The Comfort Quilt” from Modern Heritage Quilts, pieced and quilted by Amy Ellis 
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regalia

20" Workskpace
As a longarm machine, the Regalia’s larger workspace allows 
you to stitch freely without worrying about limitations.

7" Color LCD Display with on-Screen handwheel 
Set and easily read Stitch Control Features with the large, color 
LCD screen. The onscreen handwheel raises and lowers your 
needle from one convenient location.  

Adjustable front Handles
Effortlessly control the motion of the Regalia with the 
adjustable comfort-grip handles. 

Built-in Stitch Regulator and Needle Beam
Whether you choose Cruise Mode or Precision Mode, the 
Regalia allows you to quilt with smooth, even-length stitches. 
The Needle Beam highlights your needle position so you 
know exactly where your next stitch is.

Give your quilting projects the royal treatment on the Regalia — Baby Lock’s largest 
quilting machine yet! With 20" of workspace and a lightning-fast 2,500 stitches per 
minute, the Regalia is ready to easily finish quilts of any size. It features a built-in  
Stitch Regulator and Precision Stitch mode that ensure smooth, precise stitching for  
a harmonious finish.

• Needle Beam
• LED Throat Space, Needle Bar,  
  and Bobbin Lighting
• Quick-Set Tension
• Large “M” Class Bobbin

Kinetic Frame (BLKF)
The Kinetic frame is a five rail frame and 
can be set up at 5 or 10 feet long, pluss 
an optional 2-foot extension is available 
(Item #BLKF-EXT). The entire frame is 
made of solid-steel tubing, and the legs are 
adjustable so the frame table height can be 
33" to 44" tall. 

Pro-Stitcher Premium Quiltng 
Software (BLPS5-RG)
You’ll love the show-level precision and 
quality you can achieve with the Baby Lock 
Pro-Stitcher Premium Quilting Software. 
No extra PC is required; Pro-Stitcher comes 
with its own tablet. Create quilt designs 
with various customization options.  

Love of Sewing Membership 
(LOSML1)
The Love of Sewing Membership will 
help you get the most out of your Regalia 
quilting machine. Enjoy four years of 
unlimited access to sewing tutorials, 
comprehensive service and unique savings. 

Optional Accessories

20"

Additional key FEATURES
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Quilting by Melissa Kelley
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The new Baby Lock Coronet longarm quilting machine opens up worlds of possibilities 
for first-time longarm quilters. An included 5' frame fits easily into your smallest studio 
space. And yet, the Coronet has a huge 16" workspace that gives you complete control 
of your quilts, beginning to end. 

Coronet

Optional Accessories

16" Workspace
With 16" to the right of the needle and an 8-1/4" high throat 
space, the Coronet gives ample room to finish quilts of all sizes.

Lighted Workspace
Long lasting, high-intensity LED lights illuminate your 
workspace so you can see every detail on your quilt.

LCD TouchScreen
Access your hardware and software options, lighting options, 
stitch counters and more through the large LCD touchscreen. 

Built-in Stitch Regulation
Enjoy free-motion quilting at a comfortable pace with the 
built-in stitch regulation system. The automatic regulator helps 
achieve evenly spaced, consistent stitches every time.

• 5' frame included 
• Large “M” class bobbin

Rear Handle Bars and Display  
(BLCT16-RH)
Control the stitch function of the Coronet 
from the optional rear handlebars, using 
the button feature and LCD screen.
 
Quick Set Tension (BLQ-QST)
View the Coronet's current top thread 
tension settings on the LCD screen, then 
quickly and easily select your favorites for 
consistent, even stitches,

 
Laser Light Stylus (BLCT16-LL)
Attach this bright light to either the front 
or back of your machine to follow precise 
lines on your quilt designs. 

Coronet Ruler Base (BLCT16-RB)
When installed around the base of the 
hopping foot, this accessory provides  
stability to the longarm quilting ruler.

16"

Additional key FEATURES
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“Prairie Point Crib Quilt” by Cassie Cartmell
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Quilt your way, every day! The speedy, versatile Regent makes it easy to quilt. Regent also 
includes a table with the new Stitch Harmony™ Stitch Regulator built right in! Use it for 
perfectly-balanced stitches or go hands-on for complete control. It’s the ideal longarm  
quilting machine for any sewing room.

Regent       

Optional Accessories

Stitch Harmony Stitch Regulation
Enjoy free-motion quilting at a comfortable pace. Built into 
the Regent’s table, the automated regulator helps you achieve 
evenly spaced, consistent stitches every time. 

18" Creative Workspace
With 18" to the right of the needle and an 8.25" high throat 
space, the Regent gives ample room to finish quilts of all 
sizes.

adjustable table included
The Regent comes with its own quilting table with Stitch Harmony 

Stitch Regulation built right in. Laser sensors detect the 
movement of the fabric across the table surface. Set your 
preferred height to ensure a comfortable quilting position.

User-friendly interface
Access your hardware and software options, lighting 
options, stitch counters and more through the large LCD 
touch screen.

• 2,200 SPM
• Large “M” Class Bobbin
• Lighted workspace

Love of Sewing Membership 
(LOSML2)
The Love of Sewing Membership will 
help you get the most out of your Regent  
quilting machine. Enjoy four years of 
unlimited access to sewing tutorials, 
comprehensive service and unique 
savings. 

Longarm Needle Beam (BLQ-NB)
The Needle Beam hightlights your needle 
position so you know exactly where your 
needle will drop for your next stitch.

Regent Table Extensions 
(BLTRT18-E)
The optional quilting table extensions 
give you an additional 18 inches of space 
to accommodate even larger projects.

Additional key FEATURES

Sensors detect fabric motion speed. 

Sensors send a 
message to the 
computer to regulate 
speed of stitches.

18"
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"Strip Quilt Pattern" by Patty Marty
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You started your quilt, and now you can finish it with the Baby Lock Gallant. Packed full of 
features, the Gallant is just what you need to complete any quilting project.Gallant       

Optional Accessories

LARGE WORKSPACE
Enjoy creative freedom with 15 inches of workspace and 8.5 
inches of height on the Gallant. 

STITCH REGULATION
Quilt your way to beautiful results with built-in stitch 
regulation including two modes for cruise and precision.

1,800 Stitches Per Minute
The Gallant is built for speed! Sewing at 1,800 SPM and consistent 
4-18 stitches per inch, your quilt will be done before you know it.

Villa Frame
The Gallant comes with the height-adjustable 8-foot Villa 
frame, with an optional extension to give you more space to 
finish larger quilts.

• Front handlebars with color display
• Large “M” Class Bobbin
• LED Lighting

Rear Handlebars & Laser 
(BLGT15-RH)
Use the optional rear handlebars 
and laser for your quilting projects. 

Pro-Stitcher Lite (BLPS-LITEG-BX1)
Achieve show-level precision and quality 
with Baby Lock’s Pro-Stitcher Lite Quilting 
Software System.

2-Foot Frame Extension 
(BLGTF-EXT)
The Villa Extension Table adds two 
feet of space onto your Villa Frame.

Additional key FEATURES

8.5"

15"

*Shown with optional Quilt Frame Tabletop
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Sewing
Machines

SOLARIS VISION
BLSA3

CHORUS
BLCH

BALLAD
BLBA

SOPRANO
BLMSP

LYRIC
BLMSP

ALLEGRO
BLMAG

JAZZ II
BLMJZ2

PRESTO II
BLMPR2

SASHIKO
BLQK2

Total built-in stitches 1514 771 771 300 250 200 28 100 1

Built-in stitches utility 184 152 152 99 99 56 28 69 —

Built-in stitches 
decorative 710 442 442 94 50 144 — 19 —

Built-in satin stitches 20 satin,
79 decorative

20 satin,  
77 decorative

20 satin,  
77 decorative

17 satin, 
18 decorative satin

17 satin, 
12 decorative satin — — 5 satin, 

5 decorative satin —

Built-in cross stitches 21 17 17 14 14 — — 2 —

Built-in combined 
utility stitches 63 63 63 58 58 — — — —

Built-in alphabet 
styles 4 5 5 5 5 2 — 4 —

Button holes; type 15; 1-step, 1;4-step 14: 1-step 14: 1-step 10; 1-step 10; 1-step 11; 1-step 1; 1-step 7; 1-step —

Needle positions 57 15 15 15 15 15 24 14 —

Needle threader NeverMissTM NeverMissTM NeverMissTM Advanced Advanced Built-In Built-In Advanced —

Lighting
Enhanced Stadium 

Lighting lights 
13"around needle area

6 LED lights 6 LED lights 2 LED lights 2 LED lights 6 LED lights 6 LED lights LED LED

Auto needle up/down 
programable Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

One button pivot 
setting Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No

Auto presser foot lift Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No

Maximum stitch 
length in mm 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5

Maximum stitch width 
in mm 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 —

Bobbin loading Quick-Set, drop-in Quick-set, drop-in Quick-set, drop-in Quick-set, drop-in Quick-set, drop-in Quick-set, drop-in Quick-set, drop-in Quick-set, drop-in Side loading

Bobbin winding Quick-set, with  
independent motor

Quick-set, with  
independent 

motor

Quick-set, with  
independent 

motor

Quick-set, with  
independent 

motor

Quick-set, with  
independent 

motor
Standard Standard Quick-set Standard

Thread cutter Automatic Automatic Automatic Automatic Automatic Automatic Side thread cutter Automatic Side thread cutter

Tension Automatic Automatic Automatic Automatic Automatic Manual Manual Manual Specialty

Variable speed control Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes — Yes Yes

Retractable feed dogs Yes Yes, on screen Yes, on screen Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes —

Free arm Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes —

Knee lift Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes — —

Lateral and Diagonal 
Feeding Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes —

Extension table Optional Included Optional Included Included Optional Optional Optional Optional
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Long arms
REGALIA

BLRG20
REGENT

BLRT18
CORONET

BLCT16
GALLANT

BLGT15

Throat Size 20" 18" 16" 15"

Lighting LED light ring LED light ring LED light ring Dual LED modules

Speed 2,200 spm 2,200 spm 1,800 spm 1,800 spm

Bobbin M class M class M class M class

Tension Quick-set tension Quick-set tension Optional Quick-set tension Manual

Automated Quilting Compatible-optional — Compatible-optional Optional Pro-Stitcher Lite

Frame/Table Kinetic frame
Recommended Table included Coronet frame included Table included

Frame Size 10 feet with optional 2-foot 
extension

36" x 30"  
with adjustable height  

settings
5-feet 8 feet with optional 2-foot 

extension 

Front Handle Bars Included — Included Included

Rear Handle Bars Optional — Optional Optional 

Stitch Regulation
Manual plus  

2 regulated modes
(precision & cruise)

Manual plus  
2 regulated modes
(precision & cruise)

Manual plus  
2 regulated modes
(precision & cruise)

Manual plus 
2 regulated modes 
(precision & cruise)
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Baby Lock and our independent retailer network are committed to 
sewers like you. Together, we provide the highest quality products and 
services not available through mass retailers, and we can meet your 
sewing needs better than anyone else.

When we have problems with our car, many of us turn to a mechanic. Well, 
think of your Baby Lock retailer as the expert you rely on for another very 
important machine—your Baby Lock! They’ll always go the extra mile for 
you, acting as your go-to resource for troubleshooting, training and the 
support you need to get the most out of your machine. If you want to learn 
more about a new technique, search out that perfect notion, or share an 
idea with someone, they’ll be there for you.

Whether you’re looking for product information or a recommendation 
on your next machine, you can count on your Baby Lock retailer to help 
you choose the sewing machines that best fit your needs. Well-trained on 
the Baby Lock line, they’re your friendly, trusted advisor—someone who 
will guide you through the features and innovations that make sewing so 
much fun.

With every Baby Lock machine and product, we keep one thing in mind: 
Everything we do is for the love of sewing – that’s our destiny. We know 
that you do everything for the love of sewing, too. What’s more, we 
provide you with a comprehensive library of education and training so 
you’ll always have something to learn. So when it comes time to create, 
nothing will stand in your way. 

The Baby Lock Experience
There’s always something exciting to learn, to experience, or to be inspired by when you own a Baby Lock product. But what 
inspires us? To put it simply—you.  
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Why Shop Small? 
By choosing your local Baby Lock retailer for your sewing needs, you not only enjoy a more distinctive, personal experience,  
you’re also helping build community. Stop by your Baby Lock retailer to learn about all the wonderful Baby Lock products that will  
bring your love of sewing to life.

Baby Lock USA corporate office in  

St. Louis, Missouri, is still run by the same 

family that brought the first home serger 

to the United States in 1967. This family 

business started as a small, independent 

sewing machine parts retail store. We carry 

on this tradition through our Independent 

Authorized Baby Lock retailers who deliver 

the personalized, memorable service our 

customers have come to expect.
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